Nature features a plethora of extraordinary photonic architectures that have been optimized through natural evolution. While numerical optimization is increasingly and successfully used in photonics, it has yet to replicate any of these complex naturally occurring structures. Using evolutionary algorithms directly inspired by natural evolution, we have retrieved emblematic natural photonic structures, indicating how such regular structures might have spontaneously emerged in nature and to which precise optical or fabrication constraints they respond. Comparisons between algorithms show that recombination between individuals inspired by sexual reproduction confers a clear advantage in this context of modular problems and suggest further ways to improve the algorithms. Such an in silico evolution can also suggest original and elegant solutions to practical problems, as illustrated by the design of counter-intuitive anti-re ective coating for solar cells.
Nature features a plethora of photonic architectures producing the most vivid optical e ects 1, 2 . ese ubiquitous structures have been optimized through natural evolution during millions of years and include natural photonic crystals 3 as well as the extravagant architectures that can be found on Morpho bu er y wings. With the development of fast simulation tools for optics 4, 5 , numerical optimization has been increasingly used in photonics [6] [7] [8] , recently producing designs with increased performances [9] [10] [11] . However, these structures usually do not possess the regularity and elegance of the natural ones. is is made paradoxical by the fact that for these particularly complex optimization problems, evolutionary algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] i.e. optimization methods inspired by evolutionary strategies, have been repeatedly tested. We are le to wonder whether natural structures are regular or periodical because of such architectures are easier to fabricate, or whether such a regularity is imposed for optical reasons.
In the domain of thin lm optical lters for instance, optimization has been used extensively to help design complex optical lters, like the ones at the core of the multiplexed internet tra c. But all the algorithms, including speci c methods like the needle method 16 , can be considered to be local optimization methods, starting with a solution which is already satisfactory and improving it. In photonics in general, researchers feel that (i) all the existing optimization techniques have already been thoroughly tested and (ii) speci c methods that are adapted to the photonic problem. is state of a airs is unfortunate as optimization techniques have immensely improved in the last ten years, particularly evolutionary algorithms which are versatile global optimization techniques.
Evolutionary algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] 17 are computational trialand-error algorithms that aim at nding optimal solutions to well posed mathematical problems while being inspired by evolutionary processes. In general, evolutionary algorithms consider a population of individuals, where each individual corresponds to a potential solution. An objective function allows to rate the tness of a solution/individual: the lower the objective function, the be er the solution and thus the more " t" the corresponding individual. e population then evolves: while individuals that are not t enough are "eliminated", new individuals are subsequently created, for example by combining the characteristics of be er individuals.
rough this in silico evolution, the average tness of the individuals increases and ultimately leads to the "best" possible solution to the problem posed.
Here we show, by applying state of the art evolutionary algorithms to increasingly complex optical problems, that solutions corresponding exactly to natural photonic architectures can be retrieved. We establish a clear link between the constraints we impose and the structures that emerge as a result, which allows to understand the precise role of each feature.
en, we compare the di erent algorithms in order to assess which evolutionary strategies are the most e cient. Finally we show how this method can be applied to key problems in the optical sciences, e.g. enhancing the absorption of light in solar cells.
Emergence of Bragg mirrors. Light can be re ected by Bragg mirrors (periodic multilayered structures composed of transparent materials with alternating refractive index (RI) 19 ) more e ciently than by any metallic mirror. Such multilayered structures constitute the simplest example of photonic crystals, structures owing their optical properties to their regularity. Not surprisingly, such dielectric-only mirrors can be found in nature on the integument of animals (see Fig.  1 ) and have also been widely employed in technical applications. is suggests that these multilayered optical devices are somehow optimal, but paradoxically, despite the apparent simplicity of the problem, no computational optimization algorithm has ever yielded Bragg mirrors as a solution, including early a empts using evolutionary algorithms 6 . In this work, we have employed ve di erent, state-ofthe-art optimization algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] 17 best suited for our set- ting, i.e. complex real-world problems for which li le is known a priori.
e algorithms di er in their original inspiration (see Supplementary Information).
e rst (1+1 -ES) is inspired by the evolution of bacteria, with local mutations taking a central place 15 ; the second (Di erential Evolution 12 ) is inspired by the evolution process of sexual selection and includes recombination between successful individuals; the last ones are less related to evolution. Particle Swarm Optimization 13 is inspired by the behavior of swarms, while Covariance Matrix Adaptation and Nelder-Mead 17 are more arti cial algorithms based on profound mathematical considerations.
We rst begin by considering multilayers of transparent materials, the simplest of all photonic structures, to investigate whether the algorithms are able to produce regular structures as optimal solutions -having dielectric mirrors in mind. e objective function is de ned so that the algorithms simply maximize the re ection coe cient of the structure for a given wavelength of the incident light -and computed using a freely available simulation tool for electromagnetic optics 20 . e algorithms are free to modify the thicknesses and the RI of the individual layers. For several numbers of layers ranging from 4 to 40, we run up to 100 optimizations for each algorithm.
e only constraint we impose is that the RI has to be in the range of 1.4 to 1.7, typical for organic materials 21 . e best solution of our optimization scheme is consistently a stack of alternating layers with RI of 1.7 and 1.4, respectively, with a thickness of a quarter of the wavelength (see Supplementary Information) -which corresponds exactly to the Bragg mirror. We underline here that it is almost impossible to assess whether an optimization has found the actual optimal solution. However, the consistent correspondence of simulated and natural structures makes us con dent we actually have found an optimum. Moreover, this result shows that the optical constraint of re ecting light e ciently alone explains the emergence of a regular pa ern -which hints as to why dielectric mirrors are so ubiquitous in nature.
Better understanding natural designs. When carried out with a higher number (up to 40) of layers, the optimization scheme produces more chaotic structures (see Supplementary Information), still systematically indicative of the fact that the RI should only alternate between 1.4 and 1.7, the most extreme values allowed -and start with the higher index facing the outermost in vacuo layer. Dielectric mirrors in nature however consist of higher index layers, predominantly made of melanin, comprised in a matrix of cuticular chitin and these usually begin with chitin, presenting the lowest RI.
When we force the algorithms to use this extreme values of the refractive index and to begin with a lower RI, a slightly di erent dielectric mirror emerges, with a rst layer twice as thick (λ/2) as the other low RI layers. A physical analysis allows to understand the functional role of this layer. A lower RI layer with quarter-wave thickness and a RI of 1.4 in fact constitutes an anti-re ective coating -thus lowering the reectance. A rst layer of half a wavelength constitutes actually an "absent layer" 19 allowing to obtain the performances of a standard dielectric mirror while beginning with a lower refractive index. Man-made dielectric mirrors always begin with the higher RI medium for the above reasons 19 . However, existing literature shows that part of the elytral cuticles of the Japanese jewel beetle, Chrysochroa fulgidissima (see Fig. 1 ), are actually covered with multilayers following this exact design principle 18 .
For a low number of layers, like in the case of the purple stripes of Chrysochroa fulgidissima, the re ectance can be doubled with this simple recipe (see Fig. 1 ). is indicates that beginning with a low index layer is a fabrication constraint and that the design we have found by optimization is the solution that has emerged spontaneously in this species as a response.
Retrieving chirped dielectric mirrors. Numerical optimization of photonic structures is thus able to point out speci c features of natural structures that went previously unnoticed as well as to retrieve perfectly regular optimal structures. As shown in Fig. 1 , periodic dielectric mirrors however possess a xed bandwidth, determined solely by the RI contrast and the number of layers. Trying to tackle a more complex problem for which solutions exist both in nature and in technology, we subsequently changed the objective function to search for a broadband dielectric mirror,i.e. a multilayered structure that re ects several wavelengths in an interval much larger than the bandwidth of a dielectric mirror.
e most favorable designs produced by the algorithms are dielectric mirrors with slowly varying thicknesses, as shown in Fig. 2 , in which the di erent wavelength are re ected at di erent depths. Such devices are known as chirped dielectric mirrors, commonly found on metallic scarab beetles 23 and bu er y pupae 24 , but also employed in broad-band optics 25 . is shows that regular but non-periodic architectures, which are much more complex than Bragg mirrors, can also be retrieved by numerical optimization.
Retrieving the Morpho wing scale architecture. e most emblematic photonic structure in nature is undoubtedly the architecture that can be found on Morpho bu er ies 26, 27 . In Morpho bu er ies, the wing scale ridges are folded into multilayers that resemble a Christmas-tree structure, which is continuous along the length of the wing scales (see Fig. 3 ).
e structure to be optimized is constituted of rectangular blocks of cuticular chitin with arbitrary dimensions and position, forming a periodic structure with a xed horizontal period . Each block is separated from the others by an air layer of arbitrary thickness. e algorithms not only have to minimize the specular re ection at any given wavelength, but also to maximize the sca ering of blue light (450 nm) in the higher di raction orders, in order to reproduce the line-like sca ering pa ern observed in Morpho bu er y wing scales 27 (see Supplementary Information). Despite the jump in complexity, requiring advanced numerical methods 4, 5 that are much more costly, the algorithms produce very e cient structures that have less than 0.0001% specular re ection whereas 98% is sca ered into the di raction orders due to an intertwined arrangement of blocks that resemble the Morpho wing scale nanostructure (see Fig. 3 ).
e interdigitation is clearly responsible for the almost total cancellation of the specular re ection, indicating that the evolutionary constraint of maximizing sca ering made such architectures potentially emerge.
Obviously, the actual Morphostructure is not optically optimal in so far as the biological construction of the structure will come with a set of other constraints that are di cult to evaluate. We have thus added additional constraints with the aim of reproducing the natural structures: (i) the blocks should be on top of each other, and (ii) the structure should be as light as possible. When the la er constraint, controlled by a parameter in the objective function (see Supplementary Information), is strong enough, structures that are optically only slightly sub-optimal and very close to actual Morpho structures clearly emerge (see Fig. 3 ). is de nitely shows that evolutionary algorithms are not only able to yield regular, elegant and complex solutions to various optical problems, but that this process allows to understand the precise purpose of each of their features and even to quantify the balance between the optical and mechanical constraints.
Comparison of evolutionary strategies. e performances of the di erent algorithms signi cantly di er. Whether multilayered or more complex structures are considered, one algorithm, Di erential Evolution (DE) in its most widespread variant, consistently outperforms the others including non-evolutionary algorithms, as shown on Fig. 3 (see Supplementary Information for the complete results) . is algorithm is the only one that is inspired by sexual evolution, recombination (by crossover rather than by averaging) between individuals playing a central role. At each generation, an individual generates an o spring that replaces its parent only if it is more " t". A characteristic of a parent (like the thickness of a given layer, or the width of a block) has one in two chances to be transfered directly to the o springthis process, called the crossover, is partly inspired by gene dominance. Otherwise, this characteristic will take a value computed by "mixing" four individuals: the parent, two randomly chosen individuals and the best individual so far (see Supplementary Information) .
In more classical numerical problems used to compare optimization algorithms DE does not necessarily fare be er -we a ribute this discrepancy to the fact that the physical problems considered here are, without doubt, modular: each part of the structure, even if it interacts with the rest of the architecture, has a precise purpose that can be optimized partially independently. DE presents features that help in such a situation, namely combining exact copies of some variables and new variables from other individuals.
We underline that many other problems in the optical science and related elds could bene t from such an approach, all the more so that DE is a very simple algorithm, surprisingly requiring only a few lines of code. Although its operators have been designed independently of the present work, DE seems to be a pot-pourri of the strategies of sexual evolution -selection of the est, gene crossover and mixing of up to four genomes, role of the best individual in the reproduction process.
Anti-re ective coatings produced by evolutionary optimization. To demonstrate that the present approach is widely generalizable and not limited to natural photonic structures per se, we consider the problem of an antire ective coating on a solar cell based on amorphous silicon illuminated in normal incidence. Such coatings have been largely studied and optimized in the past for a small number of layers. Here, we run an optimization for various numbers of layers (up to 20), imposing a maximum RI contrast (alternating layers of 1.4 and 1.7 index beginning with the lower index in this case), searching for the highest solar cell performance (i. e. conversion e ciency) for two very di erent thicknesses of the silicon layer (89 nm and 10 µm). In both cases, the result is clearly a modi ed quarterwave stack re- 
FIG. 2.
Retrieving chirped dielectric mirrors. a Aspidomorpha tecta, "Fool's gold beetle", photograph by Indri Basuki. b TEM image of the structure on the cuticule, taken from 22 . c Result of the optimization by evolutionary algorithms with a larger period at the top than at the bo om. d Re ection spectrum of the structure. e Electric eld distribution map upon normal-incidence illumination showing how di erent wavelength (and thus colors) are re ected at di erent depth in the chirped dielectric mirror. From le to right: blue (400 nm), green (530 nm), orange (600 nm) and red (700 nm). Scale bars: 1 µm.
ecting only the infra-red part of the spectrum, with the two upper and two lower layers presenting a reverse pa ern, different from the dielectric mirror pa ern (see Fig. 4 ) . is result does not depend on the number of layers imposed. e performances of such a device are excellent, allowing to absorb about 80% of the incident visible photons inside a 89 nm thick amorphous silicon layer and clearly outperforming a standard quarterwave anti-re ective coating (see Fig.  4 and Supplementary Information). ese multilayered coating have the unique property of re ecting infra-red light very e ciently.
is could potentially prevent solar cells from overheating, which is lowering their e ciency. Our strategy allows us to conclude, very counter-intuitively, that slightly modi ed dielectric mirrors can be turned into e cient antire ective coatings.
Concluding remarks. Since our optimization have yield very regular structures, this means the regularity or periodicity of natural structures is the result of the optical constraints alone. In the case of the Morpho bu er y, our results show that fabrication constraints obviously play a role, and we were even able to quantify it, but even then the vertical periodicity subsists for purely optical reasons. Our results thus suggest that optimal photonic structures should generally be expected to be periodical or regular. As already underlined above, the optimization of photonic structures has already been the subject of numerous papers, but either the periodicity was assumed a priori 29, 30 or the resulting structures were rather disordered and very di erent from any naturally occurring structures [9] [10] [11] , which, despite their good performances, casts doubts on the fact they are truly optimal. While for complex enough problems, it is generally impossible to guarantee the solutions found are optimal, for photonic structures whose complexity can be arbitrarily chosen a simple procedure can be followed.
e complexity of the problem must be gradually increased, keeping constant the number of evaluations of the cost function allowed for the algorithms. As the complexity grows, the structures begin to loose their regularity (see Supplementary Information) .
is shows the problem has become too di cult for the algorithms with such a limited budget. Paradoxically, being able to determine where this limit lies reinforces the con dence one can have in the solutions produced by the algorithms for the lowest complexity -especially if they all possess similar characteristics. Many disordered structures have probably emerged in previous works because the problem was simply too di cult for the algorithms.
Furthermore, by showing that the various photonic structures that we have investigated are indeed optimized solutions to di erent well posed problems, this study provides insights regarding nature's rationale for the observed structures. Also, our results show that the designs on which technological realizations rely (e.g. dielectric mirrors) are indeed rather optimal.
e early promoters of genetic algorithms hoped they had found an "invention machine" able to compete with human intelligence ("human-competitive" 31 ), i.e. to retrieve inventions made by humans in various domains. Using the procedure described above, we have been able to propose an orig- inal anti-re ective coating based on a Bragg mirror -making such a structure so counter-intuitive that no human could ever have come up with such a design. is suggests that modern optimization algorithms, being much more e cient than early optimization heuristics inspired by nature 32 can be used to compete with nature and provide a new source of inspiration.
Improving optimization algorithms requires complex problems for which the best solution is known.
is is exceedingly rare, as determining that a given solution is actually optimal can be extremely di cult, if not impossible. is work shows that nature has provided us with a with a whole class of testbed problems and their solution, which will be extremely useful to design future optimization algorithms.
In photonics, optimization problems are obviously dicult, because the optical response of even the simplest structures can be particularly complex, but they are clearly modular, as are a large part of real-world problems.
is favors optimization algorithms inspired by sexual evolution strategies because they include crossovers, making them able to combine the most e cient parts of di erent designs.
We nally think that our results shed a new light on evolutionary processes. We emphasize however that, while evolutionary algorithms are directly inspired by evolution, they do not constitute in any way simulations of a realistic evolution.
Evolution has always been thought as a slow optimization process leading to increasingly er individuals through natural selection. Our results show that such a process can actually lead to truly optimal solutions in a well de ned mathematical sense. is allows to be er understand why evolution produced these photonic architectures, that are so extraordinary that their spontaneous emergence seems very unlikely.
We have already stressed out that the most successful evolutionary algorithm, by far, is the only one where individuals explicitly exchange information. On particularly modular problems, it largely outperforms even Nelder-Meade, an algorithm able to take into account the global structure of the tness landscape. By showing that these very features make the optimization process more e cient and allow to nd the most complex and elegant architectures that occur in nature, our study nally suggests that sexual reproduction indeed brings an evolutionary advantage, which is still strongly debated in biology 33, 34 .
